Purpose: This study aimed to investigate excursion changes at the hip, knee, and ankle joints during gait in patients with knee osteoarthritis (KOA) of varying severity.
Introduction
steoarthritis (OA) is the most common musculoskeletal complaint. Characteristics of OA include articular cartilage degeneration, narrowing of joint space, pain, and lack of ability. Knee osteoarthritis is a multifactorial disease that can affect many joints. The symptoms of OA such as the emergence of pain and stiffness of the joint and muscle weakness are strong risk factors for mobility limitation
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CrossMark and impaired quality of life [1, 2] . Signs and indications of OA include stiffness, loss of flexibility, activity limitations, fatigue, as well as swollen and painful joint. OA is a very common health problem worldwide affecting performance at work and general well-being, and bears huge economical costs [3] .
Gait adaptation occurs soon after walking in response to pain, deformity, or laxity in the lower limb joints. It is primarily related to disease progression rate; antalgic gait is often adapted the patients with OA progression. Gait adaptation depends on the severity of OA, pain, muscle weakness, or limited range of passive motions. In addition, these adaptations may be affected by other lower extremity joints [4] .
Fewer studies report the role played by other lower extremity joints in facilitating compensatory mechanics of the knee in patients with OA during walking. Stauffer et al. found that patients with knee OA had significantly less dynamic knee flexion (range of motion) during gait [5] . In six research studies on osteoarthritis, individuals with knee osteoarthritis had less knee flexion compared to healthy subjects [6] . Kaufman et al. reported that the female subjects had significantly greater knee flexion and knee extensor moment, suggesting a mechanism for reducing articular forces of the painful and unstable knee joint [7] . Thus, such studies could be valuable tools for better evaluation of compensatory mechanics in people with osteoarthritis of the knee. In addition, this viewpoint may be useful to understand how motor locomotor improves in therapeutic intervention [8] . In this regard, the main objective of our study was to see if there were changes in kinematics of the lower extremity joints and or compensation strategies at different stages of disease during walking.
Most gait studies have characterized differences between subjects classified as either knee osteoarthritis or asymptomatic [9] . As a degenerative disease, knee OA might well be caused by biochemical or mechanical problems. In order to enrich our understanding of biomechanical changes of OA, gait analysis has been conducted. Some studies have targeted single population of patients with various or specified stages of OA and compared the results with the states of asymptomatic subjects as control. The degenerative alterations in the knee joint, however, often develop based on the progression of OA. Also of importance is the fact that OA patients may have changes in muscle strength, range of motion, and alignment related to disability associated with this disease. They may also have different kinds of kinematics based on their OA stages. It is somewhat difficult to find about the stage-specific biomechanical changes of the OA from a single study community [10] .
Although the alterations of kinematics in the sagittal plane of knee OA patients is almost clear, very little is known about the frontal and horizontal planes. Research has shown that OA may cause temporo-spatial gait parameters and kinematic and kinetic alterations in the sagittal plane of motion during gait [7, 9, [11] [12] [13] . However, little research has been done on the effect of the radiographic severity of knee OA on these parameters [9, 14] . Fewer still have investigated the effects of knee OA severity on the biomechanics of other joints in the lower limbs. A specific aspect of advanced osteoarthritis gait has been detected and investigated in such studies.
Based on results from these studies, we might well assume that the detected locomotor perturbation caused by the compensatory or adaptive mechanism is also due to severe OA. This fact must definitely be considered when comparing different study groups with different levels of OA of the biomechanics of other joints located in the lower limbs and also in the frontal and horizontal planes. OA is most commonly found in one joint, especially in its specific stages, however, it is well-documented that malfunction of one joint would definitely result in the overall disability and changes in the functions of other joints. The knee joint linked to adjacent joints and affect them. In other words, if a single joint does not work poperly, the joints above and below it can be affected. Limited studies have examined the impact of osteoarthritis of the knee on the ankle and hip joints [15] .
Furthermore, more studies of knee OA have focused on late-stage of the disease. And a little research has conducted on the biomechanical effects in other disease stages and so little biomechanical information is available for the different stages of the disease. Such studies can help slow the development of these diseases and pain relief measures [16] .
Materials and Methods
In this causal-comparative study (Ex Post Facto), 15 healthy males without knee OA and 30 male patient with bilateral knee OA were recruited from the Orthopedic and Medicine Clinic of Hamedan City. Sampling was purposive. The sample size is determined based on previous similar studies [17] . Patient's OA was diagnosed through history, inspection, and radiologic assessments. Inclusion criteria were having radiological signs of OA; January 2017. Volume 6 . Number 4 no history of orthopedic knee injuries such as meniscus and ligament injuries, neurological or cardiopulmonary diseases, which might affect the patient's gait; history of chronic knee pain for the last 6 months or longer; no history of previous lower extremity surgery, major trauma, tendinopathy, bursitis, serious hearing, sight or speech defects; and no osteoarthritis diseases, gout, rheumatoid arthritis involving other joints in the lower extremities.
The study patients were divided according to the Kellgren and Lawrence radiologic scale, WOMAC index, and visual analog scale in three groups of mild (n=10), moderate (n=10), and severe (n=10) knee OA. Also the normal subjects were 15 individuals without knee OA. Subjects walked with a self-selected speed along the walking path to do five successful trials. Ethical approval was received from Ethics Committee of Hamedan University of Medical Sciences, Hamedan. Written informed consent was obtained from each subject before data collection.
Vicon motion analysis system with 4 cameras (130 Hz) was used to record the motions of the segments and reaction forces during gait assessment. A low pass filter (Butterworth) was used to filter the kinematic data with a cut off frequency of 10 Hz. Measurement errors of the kinematic evaluations was about 0.2 mm using Nexus software. Cameras were placed on both sides of the walkway at a distance of 5 m from the center of the calibrated space. The walkway path along the laboratory was 18 m. The calibration space dimensions were 300×150×200 mm (length, width, and height, respectively). The participants walked 7 m before entering the calibrated space. The calibration frame length allowed full left and right strides to be placed in the calibrated frame.
Sixteen 25 mm diameter markers were placed on left and right superior anterior iliac spine, superior posterior iliac spine, thigh, lateral condyle of the knee, shank, lateral malleoli, heel, and second distal metatarsal. The markers reflected the infrared light toward the cameras. All markers were placed according to Plug-in-Gait Protocol [18] . After calibrating the cameras, the anthropometric data, including weight, height, leg length, knee and ankle width, and the distance of left and right anterior superior iliac spine were recorded in the Nexus software. These data are necessary for kinetics and kinematics analyses.
The subjects were asked to walk with a comfortable speed to accomplish 5 successful trials. The mean values of 5 trials were used for each parameter. Data were calculated by Vicon Nexus 1.8.5 software and were extracted by Polygon 3.5.1. The normal distribution of the data was evaluated using Shapiro-Wilk test. The assumption of homogeneity of variance was tested using Levene's test of equality of variances (P>0.05). Data were analyzed by SPSS20 doing 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test following Bonferroni post hoc test. The level of significance was set at P<0.05. Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of the four groups. No difference was observed between the groups with respect to their age, height, or weight ( Table  1 ). The descriptive characteristics of excursions of lower limb joints during gait in participants are shown in Table  2 . The difference of means of the joint excursions at the hip, knee, and ankle joints of normal and the patients with knee OA are shown in Table 3 . As seen in Table 3 , there were no significant differences in the dominant and non-dominant extremity between groups in the range of ankle plantar flexion/dorsiflexion, ankle internal/external rotation, hip flexion/extension, hip abduction/adduction, internal/external hip rotation (P>0.05).
Results
There were significant difference in foot progress angles in the transverse plane in the non-dominant extremity between groups of mild OA and moderate OA (P=0.047), foot eversion/inversion excursion in the nondominant extremity between groups of normal and mild OA (P=0.010), the non-dominant extremity between groups of mild OA and severe OA (P=0.005). As seen in Table 3 , there were statistically significant differences between the dominant (P=0.003) and nondominant extremity (P=0.017) in the range of knee flexion/extension excursion of the normal group compared to the severe OA group, the dominant (P=0.029) and nondominant extremity (P=0.05) in the range of knee flexion/ extension excursion of the mild group compared to the severe OA group, the dominant extremity between groups of moderate OA compared to severe OA (P=0.041), the dominant extremity (P=0.023) in the range of knee abduction/adduction excursion of the normal group compared to the severe OA group, in the dominant extremity between groups of mild OA compared to severe OA (P=0.042), and the non-dominant extremity (P=0.019) in There were statistically significant differences between the dominant (P=0.002) and non-dominant extremity (P=0.024) regarding the range of hip internal/external rotation excursion of the normal group compared to the moderate OA group, the dominant extremity (P=0.000) and non-dominant extremity (P=0.049) between groups of normal OA compared to severe OA, and the dominant extremity (P=0.010) between groups of mild OA compared to severe OA.
There were statistically significant differences between the dominant (P=0.039) in the range of anterior/posterior pelvic tilt excursion of the normal group compared to the severe OA group, in the dominant extremity (P=0.007) and non-dominant extremity (P=0.017) between groups of mild OA compared to severe OA, and in the dominant extremity (P=0.044) between groups of moderate OA compared to severe OA. Table 3 shows statistically significant differences between the non-dominant (P=0.003) in the range of lateral pelvic tilt excursion of the normal group compared to the mild OA group, the non-dominant extremity (P=0.030) between groups of normal OA compared to severe OA, and the non-dominant extremity (P=0.021) between groups of moderate OA compared to severe OA.
Discussion
Our study examined changes in kinematics parameters of subjects with knee OA and investigated excursion changes at the hip, knee, and ankle joints during gait in patients with knee OA of varying severity. There was a significant decrease in foot progress angles in the transverse plane in the non-dominant extremity between groups of mild OA and moderate OA.
The external Knee Adduction Moment (KAM) during walking has been shown to be a contributing factor to the advancement of medial compartment of OA knees [19, 20] . The alignment of the lower limb, foot rotation, and foot progression angle affect KAM during walking [21, 22] . The toe out gait is defined as the increase in external rotation of the foot with regard to the direction of progression. Toe out gait decreases the amount of the second peak of KAM, but does not affect the first peak. The toe in gait is defined as the increase in internal rotation of the foot with regard to the direction of progression. Toe in gait decreases the amount of the first peak of KAM.
The mechanism is not well known about the effect of progression angle to reduce the knee adduction moment. It is hypothesized that toe out gait would cause lateral displacement of the center of pressure, accompanied by a medially-shifted knee joint center. This change could decrease the magnitude of KAM by decreasing lever arm of the ground reaction force on the knee joint. It is believed that toe in gait causes medial displacement of the center of pressure, accompanied by a laterally-shifted knee joint center. The net outcome will decrease the lever arm for the vertical ground reaction force in early stance. Toe in gait cannot cause changes in peak knee flexion moment [23] .
Therefore, one of the justifications of increasing foot progression angle in mild group could be a compensatory mechanism to reduce the second peak of the KAM. However, decrease in foot progress angles of the moderate group could be the result of disease progression or adopting different methods of compensation mechanism (toe in gait) to decrease the first peak of the KAM.
There was a significant increase in the range of foot eversion/inversion excursion in the non-dominant extremity between groups of normal and mild OA patients, while there was a significant decline in the non-dominant extremity between groups of mild OA and severe OA patients. Patients with knee OA had an increased late stance KAM and a decreased medial-lateral hamstring activation ratio in comparison with the healthy group. Also, external rotation of foot decreased the late stance KAM, medial-lateral shear force, and medial-lateral hamstring activation ratio.
However, internal rotation of foot did not increase these measures. Changes in the position of the foot during gait can change both external load of knee and hamstring muscle activation patterns. This may unload the knee articular cartilages [24] . Therefore, external rotation occurs at the ankle as a compensatory mechanism. Women with mild OA by increasing lateral hamstring activity and external ankle rotation can reduce KAM magnitudes. This strategy did not help people with severe symptoms [25] . Regarding the reason why there appears an increase in the range of eversion/inversion excursion in patients with mild OA compared with healthy people, it can be said that this event may be a compensatory mechanism to reduce KAM. This may have implication in helping to unload the knee articular cartilage. In addition, recent evidence has shown that ankle joint OA is not uncommon in patients with severe knee OA and malalignment of the extremity [26] . January 2017. Volume 6 . Number 4
To explain the reduction of the range of eversion/inversion excursion in patients with severe OA compared with the mild group, we can attribute it as a mechanism for joint stability, which can justify a decrease in the range of eversion/inversion excursion in patients with severe OA. In a person with reduced or rigid eversion/ inversion, the subtalar joint compensates for this instability. Besides studies show that ACL injury in patients with knee OA and instability would happen. Results support that ACL injury predisposes knees to osteoarthritis [27] as the ACL injuries may cause knee proprioception impairment [28] . Therefore, that could be one of the justifications for decreasing eversion/inversion range of the ankle joint in patients with severe OA, which agrees with our findings.
There was a significant decrease in the range of knee flexion/extension excursion between the dominant and non-dominant extremity in the normal group compared to the severe OA group. There was a significant decrease in the range of knee flexion/extension excursion between the dominant and non-dominant extremity in the mild group compared to the severe OA patients; while there was a significant decrease in the dominant extremity between groups of moderate OA patients compared to severe OA patients.
In six studies on patients with knee OA, knee flexion during gait decreased almost 18% [6] . Research has shown a reduction in knee extension in early stance and a reduction in knee flexion in swing phase. However, the effect of reduced knee flexion during gait in mild to moderate stages of osteoarthritis is more important. Astephen et al. (2008) showed that decreased knee flexion in the stance phase with osteoarthritis would progress. Thus, according to the results of such studies, physical treatments for people with mild to moderate osteoarthritis must be focused on restoring the lost flexion. Anterior knee pain or muscle weakness may be associated with reduced knee flexion during gait [9] . Maly et al. (2008) showed that pain intensity had a relationship with the dynamic range of flexion-extension during gait. OA individuals had smaller knee flexion/extension excursion and higher pain intensity during gait. Although the relationship between the limited ROM, muscle weakness, and pain in patients with osteoarthritis is unclear, but the rehab program can be focused on muscle strengthening to improve ROM and knee pain relief [33] .
The researchers report that the sagittal plane excursion of knee during gait is directly related to the pathology of knee injury. Fewer studies report the impact of these changes on other lower extremity joints. Limited range of flexion in stance phase of gait changes shock absorption stage. Impaired knee extension at the last stage of stance increases energy consumption at all stages of gait and reduce stability. The range of motion of the knee is a distinctive characteristic, and an awareness of the impact of the disorder on the periphery of the lower limb joints may be helpful in advancing rehab programs [29] .
There was a significant increase in the range of knee abduction/adduction excursion between the dominant limbs of the normal group compared to the severe OA group; there was a significant increase in the range of knee abduction/adduction excursion between the dominant of the mild OA group compared to the severe OA group.
In the study of biomechanical changes in gait of subjects with medial knee osteoarthritis, they achieved high dynamic peak varus [30] . The patients with knee OA in the early stages had a reduced axial tibial rotation, while patients in the acute stage show increased knee adduction [10] , which agrees with our findings.
There was a significant decrease in the range of knee internal/external rotation excursion in the non-dominant extremity between groups of mild OA compared to severe OA.
To explain the reduction in the range of knee internal/ external rotation excursion in patients with severe OA compared with mild OA, this event may indicate disease progression and the effectiveness on the range of motion in horizontal plane of knee joint in patients with severe OA. Varus alignment and knee laxity is higher in patients with OA. Individuals with osteoarthritis had less knee motion and higher muscle co-activation during weight bearing and single support. Higher muscle co-activation and knee stiffening are risk factors of joint integrity [13] . Another view of decrease the range of motion in the knee can be the cause of surrounding muscle co-contraction. That referred to as a factor in reducing the progression of OA in the resources.
There was a significant increase in the range of hip internal/external rotation excursion between the dominant and non-dominant extremity in the normal group compared to the moderate OA group. There was a significant increase in the range of hip internal/external rotation excursion between the dominant and non-dominant extremity of the normal group compared to the severe OA group, while there was a significant increase in the dominant extremity between groups of mild OA and severe OA.
It was suggested that some patients with knee OA adopt compensatory gait strategies that serve to unload the medial compartment of the knee [31] . Studies have reported a reduction in the second (but not the first) peak of KAM in patients with OA when the foot is externally rotated between 10° and 21° beyond the natural foot position during walking [21, 24] . Indeed, a negative correlation between the amount of the second peak KAM and the toe out angle has been consistently reported in patients with OA and also healthy subjects.
The lack of consensus regarding the reductions in the first peak of the knee adduction moment achieved with a toe out gait could relate to the fact that this foot position can result from external rotation at either the ankle or hip. the mechanism to reduce the first peak KAM (detailed above) requires external rotation of the knee joint axis, which can only be achieved via external rotation at the hip [32] . The increase in the range of hip external rotation excursion could be a compensatory mechanism in patients with knee OA of varying severity. This effect is more pronounced with increasing severity of osteoarthritis.
There was a significant increase in the range of anterior/posterior pelvic tilt excursion between the dominant extremities of the normal group compared to the severe OA group. There was a significant increase in the range of anterior/posterior pelvic tilt excursion between the dominant and non-dominant extremity of the mild OA group compared to the severe OA group. There was a significant increase in the range of anterior/posterior pelvic tilt excursion between the dominant extremities of the moderate group compared to the severe OA group.
Investigations have shown that individuals with osteoarthritis compared with healthy people have more anterior pelvic tilt, pelvic swimming, smaller hip flexor moments and knee abduction and knee extensor during stance. In addition, patients with severe knee OA has shown greater ankle plantar flexion, knee extension, and hip abduction [15] .
There was a significant decrease in the range of lateral pelvic tilt excursion in the non-dominant extremity between groups of normal compared to mild OA. There was a significant decrease in the non-dominant extremity between groups of normal OA compared to severe OA. Finally, there was a significant decrease in the nondominant extremity between groups of moderate OA compared to severe OA.
Our study findings will enable physical therapists to develop strategies focused on the mechanical malfunction, improving the individual's performance or even helping to slow the OA progression. Patients in each severity level could use different strategies to reduce pain.
